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My apologies for the “combined” Spring and Summer issue; by the end of this newsletter, you’ll have a 
better understanding of the situation.  Most of you know that, by day, I’m a “Water Programs 
Coordinator” for the University of Arizona extension in Casa Grande, Arizona, but it’s my “night-time” 
passion that typically fills the pages of my Astronomy Newsletter.  These two alter-egos, however, are 
not mutually exclusive, and in this issue, like a caped-dark-skies-crusader, I want to integrate my 
astronomy and water resources knowledge to “thrill and amaze” you, my newsletter readers!  Or, at 
least maybe just inform you how water is a critical issue to the Earth, both ecologically and 
astronomically.  So, this newsletter is about how astronomers are re-writing the history of one of our 
planet’s most critical resources…water. 
 
Our astronomical investigation of water begins as I point out to our Arizona Project WET fourth-grade 
water festival students that we in the desert southwest always seem to be in a drought.  However, water 
on Earth is a static commodity; we have the same amount of water today as we had a thousand, or 
even millions of years ago.  If the total amount of water on Earth does not change – water isn’t “leaking 
or dripping” into space, and there are no “water trucks” bringing fresh supplies of H2O from neighboring 
planets – how can we be running low?  Notice also that while we’re always short of water here in 
Arizona, people in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula and in the southeastern United States annually seem 
to suffer from flooding, they have temporary vast over-supplies of water.  Likewise, when we talk about 
melting glaciers all over the Earth, one effect is rising seas that threaten to engulf our coastal areas.  
These natural “trade-offs” are evidence that TOTAL WATER is static – it may change form or location, 
but the amount stays the same.  I always tell our students that the water they are drinking today is the 
same water that dinosaurs were “doing what dinosaurs do” in their water millions of years ago.  The 
“yuck!” is immediate, but they now realize that water is always recycled, filtered, replenished, and made 
new, clean, and fresh, over and over again, through many different natural processes. 
 
I confirmed the “static” nature of our water supply by submitting the question to a panel of astronaut 
scientists, and sure enough, this is essentially the case.  Take Mars as an alternative system.  Scientists 
believe that The Red Planet once had vast oceans and lakes of liquid water – it still has polar caps, 
visible through even modest telescopes that testify to a wetter past.  I once heard a prominent radio 
host say, “Well, where did the water go on Mars?  It didn’t just disappear!”  I wrote him an email to say, 
“Actually, that is EXACTLY what it did!”  You see, Mars is much smaller than the Earth – and twice as 
far from the Sun.  These differences have been profound in the impact on Martian water.  The gravity 
on Mars is a third of the Earth’s – many lighter particles can reach escape velocity and be lost to space.  
Why would that happen so quickly?  Mars’ smaller molten core cooled faster, leading to loss of its 
magnetic field and atmosphere, reducing protective radiation shielding.  This then accelerates the loss 
of lighter particles (like Hydrogen) as they are broken down and ionized by Sol’s radiation. 
 

     
  

Frozen water mixed with carbon dioxide is still evident on Mars, 

as polar ice caps wax and wane with the Martian seasons.  And, 

while liquid water is rare on the Martian surface, it may yet be 

found in protected areas – such as lava tubes.  In these 

underground remnants from a volcanic past, protected from 

harsh radiation and atmospheric conditions, Humanity may 

eventually find a resource it can use to colonize the Red Planet. 



Our fourth-grade budding scientists soon come to understand that drought comes, not from a total loss 
of water, but because it is not always available in the form and location where it is needed.  Add to that 
the increases in human population, urban growth, pollution, and the fact that far less than 1% of all 
the water on Earth is clean, fresh and accessible, and we see that it’s the demand side that is the 
problem.  An ever-growing number of people place more and increasing demands on our static supply.  
Our “Blue Planet” only has so much clean, fresh water to give, but where did we get it in the first place? 
 
Scientists have long been perplexed about the ORIGIN of Earth’s bountiful liquid water.  Our nearest 
bookend neighboring planets Venus and Mars are not so blessed.  Was Earth in just the right place at 
just the right time to get a generous liquid supply?  While this question has been “answered” many 
times, scientists are never satisfied.  As is always the case with research, every new answer brings two 
new questions; and the story keeps changing.  Even today, most of our space probes, wherever they 
go, are often tasked with finding, identifying, analyzing, and quantifying water.  Whether it’s in deep 
space, on distant planets and moons, on smaller asteroids and comets, or even right here on our home 
planet, the question of water is one that we are always trying to answer.  Consider this… 
 
“In the beginning…”, as it is often written, Earth and the other planets were formed in a “solar accretion 
disk”, a nebula of gas, dust, and all the elements, as the Sun coalesced into a flaming fireball of fusion.  
As youngsters, we learned that the fledgling Earth was just a hot rock growing larger and hotter as it 
gobbled up more of the material around it.  Growing larger and ever hotter, with only the surface cooling 
to a solid “skin”, the inner molten core began to generate tectonic action and a magnetic field.  
Eventually, seething mountains of volcanic activity began to belch out steam that would cool the surface 
even more, until liquid water could collect into boiling oceans.  With more water, surface cooling 
accelerated, a tenuous atmosphere formed, and we eventually became the perfect abode for life to 
thrive.  This was the popular conception, and the pieces fit so well…but that was an illusion. 
 

    
 

 

Foremost in Earth’s primordial water problem is this…did you ever try to get water from a ROCK??!  
Okay, it was a molten rock, but c’mon – water from rocks is a pretty big stretch!  And yes, this is a big 
problem, but by no means the ONLY problem.  Another issue is that Earth formed so close to the Sun 
that water couldn’t exist in our region of the early primordial solar disk.  Furthermore, even if there 
was some water in the nebula, or even if some was trapped in the rocky material that formed the 
terrestrial planets, scientists calculate that the early nebula would have dissipated after only about 5 
million years – not near enough time for Earth to snag enough water to fill our oceans.  There had to 
be another way, another mechanism that could deliver water, in large volumes, to the early Earth. 
 

Recent astronomical discoveries have bolstered the 

accretion disk theory, as powerful telescopes have 

captured images of proto-stars, and even their family 

of planets during formation.  Here, ALMA has 

resolved the young star HL Tauri, where planets 

forming around a central star are gathering material 

and leaving dark gaps as orbital signatures. 

While this image confirms “accretion”, it leaves open 

the question of how the future planets will develop… 

and we can’t wait the tens of millions of years to get 

our answer when it comes to water resources! 

 



Enter an age-old harbinger of doom, The Comet.  Over the last few decades, international space probes 
and some spectroscopy done right here on Earth, have begun to reveal the make-up of comets, and 
wonder of wonders…they contain lots of water!  In its formative years, Earth was getting pounded by 
comets and asteroids during a time called “The Period of Heavy Bombardment” – no, I’m not making 
this up – and scientists speculated that this mechanism may have delivered the bulk of our water.  How 
appropriate and ironic that what were once considered omens of evil, may have delivered the very 
substance that allowed life to develop on our planet.  And yet, yes, new questions arose… 
 

                       

 
As we dug deeper, studying comets with more precision and advanced instruments, a new problem 
came to light.  Water, like fruit, and soda, and puppies, comes in different “types” or “flavors”.  The 
culprit is the “H-part” of H2O.  Hydrogen has isotopes – some H-atoms have an atomic neutron which 
makes it heavier than hydrogen without a neutron.  Heavy-H is called deuterium, and it means there 
is normal water, and “heavy” water.  Scientists can determine the proportion of Heavy-H to Normal-H 
in water, and they find that nearly all comets have two or three times more deuterium than our oceans.  
Unless something changes, comets could only have delivered a small proportion of Earth’s water. 
 
Luckily, there are more denizens of deep space than just comets, “We have THESE…”; and that would 
be asteroids.  The Japanese Hyabusa missions, and the University of Arizona’s own OSIRIS-REx 
mission are probes that will collect samples of asteroids and return them to Earth for detailed analysis.  
While both comets and asteroids rained down on the young Earth, the ratio of heavy water to normal 
water in asteroids is much closer to Earth’s than were comets.  This alone seemed to seal the deal for 
asteroids delivering our liquid water, but once again, new research has created new dilemmas. 
 
Apparently, asteroids match a little too well!  Research indicates that conditions on Earth, through many 
normal geological, astronomical, climatological, and even biological processes may have changed 
significantly the ratio of Heavy-H to Normal-H on the planet over its four billion plus years.  Asteroids 
would not be subject to these changes, so differences should be evident.  New research also shows 
that the sun’s primordial nebula may have lasted for up to 10 million years or more, giving a voracious 
baby Earth far more time to gobble up water-rich material.  So, water ratios that match too closely, at 
this point in our planet’s development, are not necessarily a good thing!   

Here, are some spectacular recent comets – and the images are more than just eye-candy.  

At far left is Comet McNaught, as seen in Australia with its huge fan-like tail.  It even 

LOOKS like a sprinkler!  In the center is Comet 45P photographed by Gerald Rhemann 

as seen in southern Africa.  Its obvious green color showed hints of carbon monoxide, 

methane, and possibly cyanide!  Finally, on the far right is one of the most spectacular 

comets ever seen, Hale-Bopp.  Earthbound instruments were able to detect a faint “third 

tail” of sodium hiding between the bright dust and blue ionized gas tails.  These images 

show that water wasn’t the only gift delivered by comets! 
 



Finally, with the new instruments, utilizing the latest techniques, and highly sensitive processes, we 
have been able to re-evaluate the amount of hydrogen and oxygen trapped in the minerals deep within 
the Earth’s mantle, and hence, what was available in the primordial nebula.  In fact, some geological 
studies by cutting edge teams, indicate that deep within our planet, pristine material may hold as much 
as ten oceans of water still trapped in mineral form.  When those minerals are broken down in the 
intense heat within the Earth, massive amounts of water is released in the form of steam.  Who knew?  
Taken together, this brings us full circle to getting our water from the primordial nebula from which Earth 
was born in the first place…yep, we’re right back to water from a STONE! 
 
Now, all of this is right at the forefront of astronomy, space, and Earth science.  We’re still researching, 
arguing, and theorizing where Earth’s water came from.  We aren’t there yet, but we’re getting closer 
all the time.  In the end, I wouldn’t be surprised to find that our liquid riches came from all these sources, 
and maybe others.  In any event, until we get more information, let’s keep our minds open and our eyes 
on the skies!  And here are a couple of “water wonders” to check out until the next newsletter. 
 
First up is Jupiter and its Galilean Moons, and the coolest of these is Europa.  Jupiter and its attendant 

moons are visible most of the night above Scorpio’s heart, Antares, in the constellation of Ophiuchus. 

                 

 
Not to be outdone by its larger sibling, Saturn rises just after Jupiter, and it too boasts a watery moon.  
Far smaller than the Galilean moons, Saturn’s Enceladus is only the size of Arizona.  While tiny, this 
moon too is covered with a fractured ice blanket that traps enough heat to keep its world-covering 
ocean in a liquid state. Like an igloo keeps inhabitants warm by trapping body heat, Enceladus traps 
heat from the tidal forces and radiation of its massive parent, Saturn.  Fractures and vents discovered 
by the Cassini probe, spew water, ice, and other gasses into space from the subterranean ocean. 
 
The ringed beauty and its sparkling moons are near opposition now, rising in the southeastern sky just 
after sunset at about 8pm.  Look for it just behind the handle of teapot-shaped Sagittarius.  The rings 
are always a sight to behold, and with moons like diamond dust, it’s a telescopic jewel. 

Above right is an image of Jupiter as seen through even a modest amateur instrument.  

Notice that all four of the Galilean Moons are visible – two on the left, and two on the 

right – one of which is casting a dark shadow on the planet below.  At left, one of the four 

moons, Europa, is seen in a close-up image from one of our Jovian missions.   Notice the 

fractured surface, and the rusty discoloration.  It’s thought that the entire surface is a 

fractured miles-thick ice field, below which is an ocean that is larger and deeper than any 

ocean on Earth…and it’s saltwater!  Europa may well be the best hope for life on another 

world, and it’s a high-priority target for a future space probe. 
 



                    

Don’t forget also, the night of August 12-13 is the time for the Perseid Meteor Shower.  It is usually 
best to see meteors after midnight and into the early morning, but this year, a nearly full moon will wash 
out many of the fainter fireballs.  To maximize your viewing, catch them a bit earlier or later, when the 
moon is not in the sky.  Look all around the constellation of Perseus in the northeastern sky and give 
your telescopes and binoculars the night off; a meteor shower is truly a naked-eye event.  Like almost 
all meteor showers, the Perseids are borne of the degradation and debris from a comet, in this case 
Comet Swift-Tuttle, as it continually deteriorates while orbiting the sun.  The tiny still-orbiting particles, 
no larger than a grain of sand, are the source of these annual spectacles.  So, if you think of comets 
as delivering more water to Earth, a meteor “shower” takes on a whole new meaning.  Bring a towel! 
 
Finally, if you would like to take part in our Astronomy Programs, you have two chances in October!  
On 10/5 we’ll be at Flying Leap for “Food and Wine Under the Stars” – and it’s “International 
Observe the Moon Night!”  Watch their website at “https://www.flyingleapvineyards.com/” for details. 
 
Remember also my annual FREE Halloween Star Party.  Contact me for directions, timing, and the 
flier.  This year it will happen on Saturday, October 26, and it is always a howling good time. 
 
For more information about Earth’s water resources, consider visiting the Arizona Project WET website 
at “https://arizonawet.arizona.edu/”.  As for my part, I’ve now retired from my position with the University 
of Arizona.  It has been a pleasure combining my astronomy interests with such a worthwhile subject 
as water resources and conservation over the last five years.  It is my intention to spend more time with 
my Astronomy Adventures Arizona clients, while building my business in retirement.  Please let me 
know if I can help in any way with either of these important and interesting subjects. 
 
Enjoy The Rest of Your Summer! 
Chuck Dugan 
Astronomy Adventures Arizona 
ChuckD@AstronomyAdventuresAZ.com 
AAAZstars.com 
520-419-6343 

Another future destination in Humanity’s search for extraterrestrial life could well be 

the Saturnian moon, Enceladus.  Like other moons of the Gas Giants, Enceladus boasts 

a world-wide ocean.  In the left image above, the fractures are thought to be fissures as 

the subterranean ocean causes cracks and breaks in the ice above it. 

 

The image at right, captured by the Cassini probe during one of its many moon fly-bys, 

clearly shows the “venting” activity from the water, gasses, and ices trapped below.  Many 

scientists believe that Enceladus is the right make-up, and the right age to host life in its 

ice-covered ocean; an environment that’s just chock-full of organic materials! 
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